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Welcome to Brothers of the Word because brother, you need the word. 

 

And our main scripture today is going to come from Mark 11 Chapter beginning at 

the 12th verse. You don’t have to turn. That’s a verse in series that you heard and it 

reads from NIV version. 

 

“The next day as they were leaving Bethany,” Jesus was hungry. “Seeing in the 

distance a Fig tree in leaf, he went to find out if it had any fruit. When he reached 

it, he found nothing but leaves because it was not the season for Figs. Then he said 

to the tree, “May no one ever eat fruit from you again.” And his disciples heard him 

say it.” Moving on down to the 20th verse, in the morning as they went along they 

saw the Fig tree withered from the roots. Peter remembered and said to Jesus, 

“Rabbi, look!  The Fig tree you cursed has withered.” “Have faith in God.” Jesus 

answered, “I tell you the truth.” If anyone says to this mountain, go throw yourself 

into the sea and does not doubt in his heart but believes that what he says will 

happen, it will be done for him. 

 

Therefore, I tell you whatever you ask for in prayer, believe that you have received 

it and it will be yours. And when you stand praying, if you hold anything against 

anyone, forgive him so that your Father in heaven may forgive you your sins.” 

 

And this is Part 3 of really the three-part multipart series that first began with 

“What name does God call you?” And there were several parts of that section. Then 

“How to know the voice of God?” There were several parts of that section. And the 

final section, “How to manifest fruit?” What does God want you to do? What name 

does he call you? How do you know or hear the voice of God? Then how to manifest 

fruit? 

 

And in this passage of scripture, the bible says that Jesus was hungry and that he 

saw a Fig tree in leaf and he went to the tree and there were no figs and Jesus 

cursed the tree. And when they came back that way, the disciples saw that the tree 

had withered from the roots. And they told this to Jesus and Jesus then said, “If you 

have faith and if you believe in anything you ask in prayer will be given unto you 

and when you pray, if you forgive everybody.” 

 

This is about fruit and the tree, and the tree that had no fruit, and the curse, and 

the withering, and then Jesus telling you how to manifest the fruit? Now it is 

interesting that as Jesus approached this tree it says, “The fig tree was in leaf but it 

had no figs.” But the thing about it was it was not supposed to have any figs 

because it was not the season for figs. And Jesus cursed the tree when the tree did 

not have any figs, but yet it wasn’t the season for figs. It was like watermelons in 

the winter. It was not time for figs. And the bible says it was not the season for figs. 
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So in the natural the tree was not supposed to have any fruit on it, People there or 

some of you right now that in the natural, you’re not supposed to be bearing in the 

fruit. But when Jesus comes in the picture, it changes everything from the natural 

to the super natural. And I'm not here to really tell you how to manifest fruit in the 

natural because to be honest about it, many of you out there who are listening or 

watching me right now, you need some stuff manifested in the supernatural because 

in the natural you're tired. In the natural, you’re broke. In the natural you are 

frustrated. In the natural you don’t see a way out. In the natural it looks like no one 

is there to help you. In the natural your parents didn’t have it. Your grandparents 

didn’t have it. Your children don’t have it. In the natural you can not see how to 

bear and how to manifest this fruit. You need something that moves beyond the 

natural and moves into the supernatural. 

 

How many of you right now -- you need some supernatural stuff. I mean you just 

need some super -- I'll be honest about it people. I have some situations in my world 

and I know some of you will say, “Pastor, well you get it altogether?” No, I don’t. I 

got stuff. I have some situations in my world that to be honest about -- and I'm a 

strong man. I'm a 190-pound some are just solid muscle. I’m solid. I'm a strong man. 

 

But there are some stuff’s too heavy for me. My back will go to cracking. My feet 

will go to creaking. My knees will go to wobbling. There is some stuff in life that’s 

too heavy for me that I can not handle. I need some supernatural stuff. I need some 

supernatural deliverance. I need some supernatural strength there. There was a 

point where flesh and blood and sinew and muscle will not handle. You need some 

supernatural deliverance. 

 

So I have to raise my hand. I have some situations in life that I need fruit 

manifested but it’s out of season. I can't see this by any laws of biology or botany or 

what's called husbandry in the plant world. I can not see how to produce this fruit 

in the natural. I need some supernatural work. And it was about supernatural. And 

Jesus said, “Look!  If you believe, you can say to this mountain be the cast into the 

sea.” 

 

In the natural you can't cast a mountain into the sea. I mean even with all of man’s 

modern construction equipment, you can bring out cranes and bulldozers and 

backhoes. You can't move Stone Mountain. We have a mountain here in Georgia. 

It’s the largest bit of exposed granite in the world. It’s a big old rock. Some of you all 

got some hard stuff in your world. Do you understand? Some of you are dealing with 

some people who have some very stony hearts. You can't move that on your own 

power. And even man with all of our modern construction equipment, if we try to 

move Stone Mountain and take it over to the Atlantic Ocean, we don’t have enough -

- the whole State of Georgia does not have enough construction equipment to move 

Stone Mountain to the Atlantic Ocean. Just don’t have it. 
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So even by all of our natural might, we cannot move a mountain and cast it into the 

sea. That would take some supernatural ability. Well how do you manifest this fruit 

on this supernatural level? And as I move into this part, God simply -- he said, 

“Explain to the people the parts of the fruit.” 

 

Now the study of the fruits and seeds is called carpology. I had never known that. I 

thought it was just under botany. But no, there is a particular scientific discipline 

called carpology and a carpologist studies fruits and seeds. And it’s from the Latin 

word, “carp” which means fruit. I always thought carp was a fish but no, it’s 

actually a Latin word that means “fruit”. And many of the parts of the fruit that I'll 

explain, they all have their root from this word “carp”, C-A-R-P. But as I looked at 

carp I saw something. 

 

There in the middle of carp is “ar,” A-R, C-A-R-P. And if you take the AR, if you take 

the “ar” and reverse it, it turns carp or fruit into crap. When you are not who you 

are and who God has called you to be, when you are not what you are supposed to 

be in your divine ordination. When you are not walking where God has told you to 

walk, when you have taken some divine stuff and twisted it up and got it all 

backwards, then you take the fruit. You take the carp and you take what you are 

and you reverse that thing and you turn that stuff into crap. And some of us are 

wondering why we get -- and some of you don’t call it crap. You even use other 

street word. 

 

Some of you, you’re wondering why you got all these crap in your world. And you 

don’t have the fruit instead of the carp you got the crap. And you don’t understand 

why you got so much crap. You’ve got some stuff turned around. And that’s why God 

at first he wanted you to know what name has he called you. That’s why he started 

me out with name and then word and then fruit. You got to first even know what 

you are. What you’re supposed to be doing and then until you get in the destiny that 

God has ordained you. Sometimes everything you’ve touched just turned out wrong 

because you’ve got the “ar” flipped around.  So we have to understand almost from 

the beginning what you are so that we can get what we are supposed to have. 

 

Now there many kinds of fruit, but the most typical fruit all have the following 

parts. The external part of a fruit, it’s everything that surrounds the seed and it’s 

divided into three parts. The external part is called the pericarp. And that’s three 

parts that’s composed of the outer covering called the exocarp. In an apple for 

example, the exocarp is what we would know as the skin. And then underneath the 

exocarp is the mesocarp. It’s the middle covering. In a peach it’s what we would call 

the flesh. And underneath the mesocarp is the endocarp. That’s the inner covering 

and in many cases it’s this different part that normally covers the seed. In a plum 

for example, it’s what we commonly call the stone. 
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So you’ve got the exocarp, the mesocarp, the endocarp and every fruit also has at 

one point or another a stem that’s attached to it, so you have a stem, then the 

exocarp, the mesocarp, the endocarp and all of this surrounds the one key thing of 

the fruit and that’s the seed. And then in the middle of the seed always on the 

external of the seed, the seed is surrounded by a short-term food supply called the 

endosperm and that’s formed at fertilization to nourish the seed as it grows. 

 

And as I looked at the parts of a fruit, it’s very similar to us. We have a stem when 

we’re born. Anyone who has been in a room and had a baby -- the stem is called the 

umbilical cord. We got a stem. Now the stem falls off and we don’t care where the 

stem around. When you go to the grocery store most of the time, the stem is 

missing. But we come out with a stem on us. We have an exocarp, skin. We have a 

mesocarp as the flesh on the middle and then we have an endocarp underneath the 

flesh, we got bone structure and all humans have within them seed. 

 

So as I begin to just look at the way God had made and constructed and created 

fruit, our bodies are in the image of actually physical fruit. And the amazing thing 

about fruit is that the fruit is the ripened ovary of a plant containing the seeds. 

That’s what biologist call fruit from an animal comparison. Fruit is the ovary and 

everyone here should know especially women what ovaries are. Ovary is basically is 

the human sac or organ that creates and maintains the eggs that will create a child. 

 

So a fruit is the ovary that contains that seed and fruit is designed primarily for one 

thing. And that one thing that fruit is designed for all of its whole construction, all 

of its makeup, it’s designed to reproduce. Fruit is designed to make other fruit just 

like itself. All of the stuff, the skin, the flesh, the endocarp, the seed, the endosperm, 

all of that stuff is designed for one purpose to protect and to nourish the seed and to 

make fruit just like itself. 

 

When Adam and Eve where in the Garden of Eden and God told them once, he said, 

“Go forth and replenish the Earth. Go forth and multiply.” It’s designed fruit by its 

very nature. It’s designed to reproduce itself. And God told Adam and Eve, he said, 

“Look, you can have any fruit in the garden you can eat as long as it contains within 

it the seed that will reproduce itself.” God said, “I don’t want you to partake at 

anything that cannot reproduce itself. I don’t want you eating anything sterile. 

Everything I want you to partake of has the power of reproduction.” People we are 

living walking fruit, our very bodies, but beyond that, our very spirits. We are 

walking reproduction vehicles. 

 

Everything you are, everything that is inside of you, you are reproducing. Good or 

bad. Do you know what some just -- well look, I don’t believe in reproducing. I don’t 

have any children. I don’t want any children. That’s reproducing. That’s 

reproducing. You are reproducing whatever you are. You’re reproducing whatever 

spirit you want. Do you know you can walk into a room and the spirit that is inside 
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of you -- do you know that it begins to reproduce itself? Take any extreme as an 

example. 

 

If you walk into a room and a person is just laughing. They’re just [Laughs], do you 

know what happens? No ones heard a joke, but if you walk into a room and you are 

just laughing, what will happen? All the folk will just tell her the first joke. I 

haven't seen a movie or television -- they would just start laughing because the 

spirit of laughter that is in you will begin to reproduce itself. 

 

The same thing happens on the other extreme. Let her depressed, crying, miserable 

person walk into your presence and the spirit will start to reproduce itself. When 

you begin to understand that we are fruit, our very bodies and spirits that’s inside 

of us, we got a seed that we carry. And all of the stuff that’s outside of us is 

primarily designed to really nourish the seed. And whatever is in us we will 

reproduce. 

 

You have to ask yourself the question, what’s in you? What’s in you? We want often 

times in the manifestation of fruit. We want all of the stuff manifested external of 

us, but most of the time that stuff is a magnification and a reproduction of what's 

inside of us. And sometimes it’s so small you can't even see it. Do you know that the 

ovary, the egg from an ovary and the sperm from a man, you can’t see it? 

 

If you put a million of them on a test tube slide, a million sperm and a million eggs, 

you still can’t see it. It’s just that small. You can't see it. So yet, here we are, these 

big strong human beings and we came from something so small that the naked eye 

can't even see it. All of the stuff that you will manifest in your world comes from a 

spirit inside of you. You can't even see it but its there. And sometime they can be 

small you can’t measure it, there’s no analytical device man has that can measure 

human spirit. You can't measure it. It’s too small for any of our physical apparatus 

to detect, but it’s there. And there was a spirit that’s inside of all of us that this 

body of fruit carries around and it reproduces itself. And when Jesus came to this 

fig tree and the fig tree did not produce fruit to a hungry savior, Jesus cursed it. 

 

And God is now asking many of you to produce fruit. And it’s out of a natural 

season. And your God is speaking to you “My child. I want you to bring forth some 

fruit.” But you don’t understand Lord nobody else around me is producing any fruit. 

All of these other trees where I am dead, leaves are barren and barren and you’re 

asking me to produce fruit? You’re in the presence of Jesus. That’s the difference 

between you and everybody else. People this is something we need to understand as 

Christians. 

 

If you truly are Christ-like, you ought to be different from everyone else around you 

who’s not Christ like. If you want the same stuff, behave the same way, react the 

same way, and people can’t tell a difference between you and someone who doesn’t 
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believe then what’s the difference in you? So there ought to be a difference and we 

ought to be outside of that which is natural and move into that which is 

supernatural. That’s why Jesus say if a person slap you on one cheek, turn to them 

the other cheek also. That’s not natural. That takes supernatural stuff. And see 

we’ve all -- everyone quotes a verse, “If you got faith the grain of a mustard seed, 

you’ll be able to say unto this mountain, be thy removed and be they cast unto the 

sea, but we leave off the end part. He said, “And if you have all against anybody 

forgive them.” 

 

See that’s the little and part because all of the unforgiveness that we have on the 

inside, it messes up our seed and that’s -- do you know if you have unforgiveness 

against somebody, you know that stuff reproduces? If somebody has done you wrong 

or you even think that they have done you wrong and you haul this stuff around 

with you day in and day out, it grows and it reproduces and you become frustrated? 

And do you know what frustrated people do? Frustrated people frustrate people. 

 

It reproduces. So everything that is about fruit and fruit is about reproduction. But 

while fruit fulfills its purpose of reproduction, it nourishes other things. And do you 

know that in order for much fruit to reproduce it has to make itself desirable to 

others? That’s why flowers smell sweet so the bees will come to get the nectar and 

then it will take the pollen and take it over and fertilize other -- that’s why fruit 

taste sweet so animals will eat the fruit and ingest the seed and it excretes the seed 

out in another place and the seed falls to the ground and another fruit springs out 

from that seed. 

 

Fruit in order to reproduce has to make itself desirable so that other things will 

come and partake of the fruit, and some of you not reproducing because you’re 

bitter. And nobody wants to partake because you're bitter. So in order for you to 

reproduce, you have to make your self desirable. No one wants to eat the seeds of a 

bitter fruit. We want stuff that’s sweet. Well if you want stuff that’s sweet, you have 

what everyone else wants stuff that’s sweet. So you have to make yourself sweet so 

that other people will desire the fruit. You’re designed for reproduction people. 

When you get Christ, you’re not designed just for you to keep it. You’re supposed to 

go and make of the disciples. You’re supposed to bring other people to Christ. When 

you get Christ, you're supposed to reproduce. You’re supposed to multiply. 

 

A lot of us will do as some fruits do and you’ll never leave the vine. And if you never 

leave the vine, you will die on the vine and you will never reproduce. God wants us 

to be productive and reproductive. So the first thing about how to manifest fruit is 

people we have got to be reproductive. It is the purpose of fruit is to make other 

fruit just like itself. And for many of you, God is now telling you it’s your season 

even though it’s not the season of the world, and God wants you to start producing 

fruits. 
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I truly believe that as God spoke, that this is going to be the year of manifestation. 

That we’re going to see some things com into our lives but they’re not going to come 

haphazardly. There’s another whole part of fruit that I'll get into next week, if this 

stuff does not come haphazardly and I believe that we’re going to see some 

supernatural things. But God wants us to get some stuff in order. So that when you 

believe and pray, that the stuff that you’d prayed for will come to pass but you all 

see the end and you have to forgive other folk. Jesus put there forgiving and they’re 

heavy. 

 

See he came to die for us, to forgive our sins. But he’s telling you to reproduce that. 

He’s telling you to go out into the world and you forgive us. Look, I came to die for 

you to forgive all your stuff. So what I want you to do is you forgive everybody else. 

All of the hurt, all of the pain, and all of the wrong doing -- you forgive. People 

sometimes this spirit can move beyond individual because we harvest so much stuff 

against folk. Not just individual, sometime we harvest stuff against a country, we 

harvest stuff against a religion, we harvest stuff against a race, we harvest stuff 

against the nationality, we harbor all these bitterness and animosity and judgment. 

 

And Jesus said, “Look, if you want me to do those miracles, you got to clean that 

stuff out of your -- you got to get out of your exocarp. You got to get out of your skin. 

This stuff just getting under my skin, you got to get it out of your exocarp. You got 

to get out of your mesocarp. And you got to get out of your endocarp because it’ll get 

in your seed. And it will start reproducing all of the mess.” So Jesus said, “Look, and 

you got to forgive before you could --” We always come out – if you just have faith. 

No. That’s not what he’s saying. He put an “And” in there. And the “and” means -- it 

wasn’t an “all,” it’s a “and”. He said, “If you want these miracles, you have to forgive 

folk and get your heart clean” as simple as that. And people it takes often times 

some supernatural detergent to get your heart cleaned because some of this stuff is 

not just easy. Some of you all have tried to forgive some folks. You honestly have 

tried and you said, “Lord I'm going to forgive them.” And then in the middle of the 

night you wake up “Lord, I don’t know,” you understand what I mean? 

 

Some of you have really tried. So you really need some supernatural detergent to 

help you wash somebody’s stuff out of your heart. It’s not easy. It’s not easy when 

people are wounded and hurt and caused pain. It’s just not easy. But Jesus said, “If 

you want that kind of miracle, you got to do this kind of miracle. You got to start 

inside.” And you have to have faith and believe and forgive everybody who’s done 

you wrong. And we often mess up because we think that just because -- God is not 

telling you that this stuff is not justified. He’s just telling you because your sins are 

justified. You messed up. You messed up good fashion. You did it. You messed up. 

 

So just as Jesus came for you, you got to reproduce then and you have to forgive and 

when you start doing that, first of all -- I mean right now, I just want you to picture 
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in your mind the person whom you got the most stuff with and again, just picture, 

just bring up their face, get it right there. Yeah right there. That’s it. 

 

Now, I want you to hold that picture of that person in your mind. And I want you to 

imagine all of a sudden, you just start showering them love and gifts. I mean if it’s 

not a person, it may be a group of folk. Well you just go pick one out and just start 

showering them with love and maybe even some physical gifts. 

 

Now what do you think will happen when you start doing that. See the first thing 

that will happen is suspicion and they will say to themselves, “I wonder what 

they’ve got up their sleeve? Why are they doing this for me? Why are they being so 

nice to me? They must want something. They must have some ulterior motive.” And 

this is a natural reaction. So what this means is you have to maintain it for a 

season because there’s one thing about fruit, it didn’t popup overnight. You have to 

maintain it for a season. And then they will eventually see and realize this person is 

real. They really mean this. 

 

And when that happens, it will cause a change within them, same thing that 

happens for anyone who follows any kind of sports. Always there are barriers. It’s 

like what happen with the four-minute mile. It was always believed that it was 

impossible to run a mile in four minutes, just impossible. And then Roger Bannister 

broke the four minute mile barrier. Once he broke the four-minute mile barrier, half 

a dozen other folk broke it within six months because then they knew it was 

possible. 

 

See some people they don’t forgive, they’re not loving because they’ve never even 

seen it done. So if they can see you do it -- see most of you don’t believe in pink 

elephants because you’ve never seen a pink elephant. But if you saw just one pink 

elephant, you would know that pink elephant exists. Some people they don’t believe 

that it is possible to forgive and to love someone who’s done them wrong because 

they have never seen it done. All they have seen are the reactions of the human 

flesh. They have never seen it done. 

 

So if they see you for an extended period of time doing this, they will then know this 

can be done. And there’s something about it that will change some of the people. 

And it’s not going to change all of them. That has to do with the soil that it’s 

planted. It’s not going to change all of them. But there are some when they see your 

example it will change them and they will know. And then the good fruit and the 

good seed that is inside of you will begin to reproduce. It’s about reproduction. 

That’s really what the whole -- the fruit is ovary. It’s about reproduction. All we 

think of it is something good to eat. No. It’s about the seed and it’s about 

reproduction. God wants you to reproduce. And God wants you to spread His light 

out into the world. And when you start doing that, you’re going to see miracles that 
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are going to start happening in your world. And you’re going to see some hard, cold, 

big stone mountains moved and cast out into the sea. 

 

But the miracle people begin in us. And when it begins in us, we’ll be able to take 

this thing abroad. And there’s another big key in this thing that even if it doesn’t 

change the other person, it will change you. Even if the other person is they just 

mean and cold and harsh towards you, even if that does not change the other 

person, it will change you. 

 

People, this is what Christianity is all about. It’s not about you getting more stuff. 

It’s not about what kind of house you live in or what kind of car you drive or what 

kind of hat you wear. The real essence of Christianity, what Christ really came for 

is to change our hearts, the inside. All of the external stuff of the fruit, its whole 

purpose is to protect and propagate that which is inside, that which is inside. 

 

People, last week I challenged you to just compliment someone everyday. That won't 

cost you a dime. This week I challenge you, the person who popped up in your face, I 

challenge you not just for a week or a month, but I challenge you to change your 

heart towards them and start showing and showering love. And if somebody -- well 

look, if I try to be nice to them, they will rip me off. They will abuse, they will take 

advantage of me. That’s their problem. That’s their problem. That is the part that 

they have to deal with. What God has commissioned you for is for you to turn the 

other cheek, for you to show them another way, for you to show them the light. 

 

So that is the part I challenge you today people. To be fruit, to be real fruit and to 

then reproduce yourselves in the garden of life, but others will see you and they’ll 

say, “My goodness. I don’t know what religion they are but whatever religion” -- 

have you ever noticed -- I never will forget I was somewhere and a fellow came up 

and he was handing out sheets to his master, his guru. And it was in the middle of 

an election and someone came up and they were handing pamphlets for the mayoral 

candidate and this man just (00:33:40) to know me. He’s just mean and arrogant to 

them and then he handed me a sheet for his guru. And I said to myself “Whatever 

guru this man’s got, I want to avoid that guru because there’s some bad 

manifestation.” 

 

Now the guru could have been just awesome. But that man cast and that’s somehow 

the way we are with -- most Christians are not turned off because of Christ. They’re 

turned off because of Christians. So we have to show the world at least one. 

 

Do you know every time you go and pay for something and if you pull out a big deal, 

what do they do? They check it. They either run it under a light, they want to 

(00:34:31) and they check it because there are some counterfeit bills out there. 

There’s a whole pile of counterfeit Christians. But none of you has thrown all your 

money away because there's some counterfeit money out there. You know what's 
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unreal money. All people have to see the change in them is one real Christian. One 

real Christian will change them. And I want you to make up your mind that to at 

least one person. You’re going to be that one real Christian. You will defile season. 

You will defile nature. You will defile all of the other trees out there and you would 

bear fruit when it’s out of season because they’re simply not popular. It is not 

popular. It’s out of season. 

 

So that is our challenge for this season as we go to bear fruit. Be a real Christian. 

Just take one person and just one person. Now don’t try them all, just one person. 

One person and show them the love of Christ forever and truly forgive them. And 

people, we will be on our way to what God has promised us. 

 

We thank you for joining us today at Brothers of the Word because brother you need 

the Word. Amen. Amen. 


